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Spring into action
with style advice
Those in search of free style
advice need look no further
than The Style Studio by Summit
this spring.
On the first Saturday of each month
throughout the season, Zoe Gilpin
of The DIY Decorator will share her
tips on affordable decorating and
the tools she uses to create digital
mood boards.

Mid-century magic
hits the mark
MICHAEL ROBERTS
With an affection for midcentury design, homeowners
Elana and Jason have fallen
in love with their Watermans
Bay home which blends coastal
architecture with Palm Springs
modernism.
Located on a subdivided corner
block, this Residential Attitudes
build was limited to a single-storey
due to height restrictions, meaning
every square metre had to be
carefully considered.
The homebuilders have met that
challenge and then some, creating
a stunningly elegant home that
boasts expansive open spaces and
maximises the ocean views down
the street.
For Elana and Jason, it’s the
ultimate home for entertaining.
Speaking to New Homes, the couple
shared some insights into their
homebuilding experience.
Which design features were
most important to you?
The most significant design
features for us were open-plan
layouts for entertaining and living
whilst utilising our coastal location.
This was a focus as we designed
the home to be multipurpose,
modern and innovative.
What do you like about midcentury design?
We love the simplicity and
minimalism of mid-century
designs. We love that mid-century
architecture was where modernism
met minimalism. This is seen
with open floor plans, generous
windows as well as making the
home cohesive and flowing from
the indoors to the outdoors.

Were there any challenges you
had to overcome?
The most difficult part was
designing a single-storey home
that could open up a tricky, corner
block while utilising its coastal
vibe.
What is your favourite area of
the new abode?
Our favourite area would definitely
be the great room, which is the
open living and kitchen area. It just
flows beautifully to the two outdoor
areas as we love entertaining
family and friends. We also love
the courtyard to the master suite.
The outdoor shower and garden
is so aesthetically pleasing and
functional. We couldn’t imagine not
having it.
What advice would you give
someone about to go through
the building process?
Jump outside your comfort zones
in terms of design and style. Don’t
be afraid to be different and bold.
Have fun with the design process
and always bounce your ideas off
the creative team.
Is there anything you would
have done differently?
We would love to build again one
day as it was such an exciting
and fulfilling process. We would
definitely play around with
different colour palettes and new
textures. There are so many ways
to make homes beautiful and
different.

CONTACT
Residential Attitudes, 1800 958 039
www.residentialattitudes.com.au

Ms Gilpin will discuss the growing
popularity of digital mood boards
and how to use them in home
styling projects. She will also give
advice on affordable decorating – a
topic on which she has built her
e-design business.
Ms Gilpin, who has more than
100,000 followers on her social
media accounts and blog, said
with a little guidance anyone could
afford to decorate their home
within their budget and to their
own personal style.
“The Spring Style Studio Sessions
will be a fun and casual way for

guests to come along and pick my
brains about all things to do with
interiors. As well as discussing
digital mood boards, I will also
be covering what I focus on as
an interior decorator – affordable
home decorating,” she said.
“I’ll be sharing my knowledge and
tips on smart decorating to get
your home looking like the home
of your dreams on any budget. I’ll
give you tips on where to shop and
where to find the best bargains.
“We will also explore the world of
social media and I’ll explain the ins
and outs of how to use it for both
gaining inspiration, as well as how
you can use it to share your own
decorating ideas and projects.”
The free event is the latest in a
number of innovative offerings
run by the builder at its 800sqm
interactive Style Studio space,
where clients can look, feel and
touch real products in-situ – from
tiles, tapware, flooring, window
treatments and benchtops through

A The Style Studio event.

to design inspiration and the latest
building techniques.
“Mood boards are scattered
throughout, showcasing styles
compiled by award-winning interior
designers, using a mix of colours
and textures designed to perfectly
complement each other,” Summit
Homes Chief Operating Officer
David Hunt said.

7, Saturday October 5 and Saturday
November 2. No appointment is
necessary.

CONTACT
Summit Homes, 9317 0100
www.summithomes.com.au

“At The Style Studio, we want to
offer the people of Perth a place
to come and hear about the latest
trends in building, renovating, style
and design with events, seminars
and workshops.”
The Style Studio by Summit opened
in May last year and coincided
with Summit Homes celebrating
40 years of business. Sessions run
from 11am on Saturday September

Zoe Gilpin.

